
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Starting 

USDF tokens for the economic game Baby Inu NFT. There are 10,000 in our 

collection, each of which brings with it advantages. After buying an NFT token on 

OpenSea, you get a secret code to activate it in an economic game on USDF 

digital. This can be done in your personal account. Any of the NFT tokens 

activated by you can bring some additional amount of USDF tokens. Until the sale 

of the NFT token brought from OpenSea is completed. Different baby inu 

characters mine different amounts of USDF tokens. The more the NFT character 

mines on USDF digital, the higher the final cost in OpenSea will be. The value of 

the USDF token can increase dozens of times, thanks to the constant expansion and 

development of the game, the addition of new participants. Let your character 

show the highest results and prove to be the most profitable for you! 

Baby Inu characters are unique game characters, their peculiarity is that each of 

them is able to mine a different number of USDF tokens. The difference in their 

performance can be very significant. For example, some of them can mine 10-15 or 

200 tokens per day. Those that are more expensive can bring from 1,000 or even 

2,000 tokens daily. The larger your collection of baby inu characters, the higher the 

probability of increasing profits.  

How to play the economic game on USDF digital? 

Step 1. Get your game heroes baby inu 

Buy your baby ina character on OpenSea. Each hero has its own advantages, they 

are all different and are able to bring a different number of tokens in the game. You 

can buy several game characters at once, different or similar in characteristics. 

Step 2. Activate NFT – Baby Inu tokens 

To do this, go to your personal account on the USDF digital website and enter the 

personal code that was received when buying the baby inu character on OpenSea. 

You can activate several characters at once. All of them will be available for 

mining and participation in gaming projects. 

Step 3. Mining of USDF tokens 

All that's left to do is watch your baby inu character mine USDF tokens for you. 

Every day you can get new tokens, thanks to the running mining of your game 

heroes. Characters mine different amounts of tokens, the addition of USDF mined 

will depend on the type of character and is directly related to its value. To ensure a 

stable daily number of new tokens in the game, you can start mining several 

characters at the same time or in turn. The more NFTs are used in mining, the more 

and faster they will earn USDF tokens for their holder. 

Security and reliability of USDF tokens 

The security and reliability of USDF tokens is ensured by hashing their 

characteristics, names, and images. The USDF token is absolutely stable and 



protected, since the creation and use of images of USDF tokens is not subject to 

regulation and restrictions by the state or other regulatory authorities. 

In the Baby Inu NFT economic game, 10,000 baby inu tokens will be used on the 

USDF digital mining platform, the cost of which may vary depending on the 

results of mining. The expansion of the user's collection through an additional 

purchase of NFT expands the participant's ability to earn more USDF tokens up to 

the subsequent sale. 

To buy and sell USDF tokens, you do not need to provide your personal data. It is 

enough to make a payment through an integrated payment service (electronic 

wallet) and receive the selected game characters. 

The goal of the game 

The project of the economic game Baby Inu NFT sets its main goal to distribute 

new accounting units (tokens), which in the future can become a cryptocurrency, 

stable and guaranteed to be highly profitable. The attractiveness of the new 

cryptocurrency ensures its spread and strengthening of positions in the digital 

world. The more token holders there are in the gaming space, the greater the reach 

of users of the new, economically stable currency. Then it will have its own 

exchange rate to the main international reserve currencies, first of all, to the US 

dollar. 

As the USDF tokens are distributed, it is expected to enter the Pancakeswap 

exchange. Thus, their liquidity will increase, as well as the holder /user /owner of 

USDF tokens and, in general, the gaming cryptocurrency project. Bringing USDF 

into the top 10 gaming tokens is part of USDF digital's mission. 

The world has become a cryptocurrency for a long time, and in the creation of the 

newest economy it is necessary to have time to take its place! 

Have time to profitably apply the tokens earned on OpenSea: invest them on an 

interactive platform in your own project. Here you can successfully apply your 

economic skills, gain new experience, and most importantly - increase your 

savings. 

Do you know how to invest? Do you want to try new ways of investing? 

Are you looking for additional ways to make a profit? 

Launch the project right now! 

If you are an experienced player in the cryptocurrency market or want to become 

one, are interested in new products from the world of mining, strive to be in the 

trend of current offers in the field of economic games, then the "site" will open up 

the most attractive opportunities for you! Start earning real money with us: 

participate in mining games using the earned NFT, and become richer every day! 

The minimum withdrawal is from 10,000 USDF tokens. 

 



Switch to *mining* and activate your NFT 

  

Enter a one-time code in your personal account and click on the activation button. 

If the code is entered correctly, an image of your NFT character token will appear 

on the left with the mark *sold/withdrawn*. 

Now you can start mining: after clicking on the start mine button, the inscription 

will change to mining – this means that the USDF token mining process has 

started. Now you can mine USDF tokens even if you are offline. This will be done 

by your baby Inu characters, who will extract new tokens for you every day. To 

increase your investments, use more baby inu characters, so you can quickly reach 

a larger amount of investments in order to, for example, sell your NFT token at the 

maximum price in the future. 

 

1. 

 

Description of the cap, logo 

USDF digital is a platform for mining game tokens for the economic game NFT 

Baby Inu. USDF tokens are mined by Baby inu characters, which can be purchased 

by activating NFT. The key for their launch is assigned to OpenSea at the time of 

purchase. 

The site is designed to use tokens purchased on OpenSea. The USDF digital 

platform works with the same NFTs, providing advanced features for their use. 

Baby inu characters can be used for mining USDF tokens or used in games. 

Navigation  

Home – the home page (it is also the starting page), here is general information 

about the economic game, rules, characters, and the procedure for actions. Full 

description of the project, its structure, features and advantages. 



News – find out the news first-hand! The total number of players, the value of 

USDF tokens in dynamics, maximum winnings and other achievements of 

participants. And also: 

* which of the participants' tokens turned out to be the most expensive; 

* infographics of the advantages of various baby inu characters; 

• how to quickly increase your tokens (or - how to increase their number); 

* novelties of the gaming industry, mining, cryptocurrencies; 

* stock exchange news; 

* current investment tools in digital format; 

* digital industry achievements and much more. 

Rules – in order to start playing Baby Inu NFT, you will need to buy token 

characters that look like pictures of cute dogs. They are called baby inu. All 

images, or NFT tokens, are protected by code and cannot be copied, deleted 

without authorization, or vice versa - added to the resource. 

The purchase of baby inu tokens is made on the OpenSea website. Each token is 

endowed with its own characteristics and carries with it certain advantages. In 

addition to the visual differences of the image, tokens have different mining 

abilities during the game. A total of 10,000 tokens have been launched, each of 

them, in fact, is a working unit for continuous daily production of USDF tokens. 

The larger and more diverse the collection of baby Inu characters, the higher the 

profitability of participation in the game project. The NFT token purchased on 

OpenSea is accompanied by a unique personal code – this is the activation key. In 

order to activate your character, you need to enter the code in the USDF digital 

personal account and click the *activate* button. After that, the character is ready 

to participate in mining and can bring USDF tokens with him in the maximum 

amount available to his level. 

As the mined tokens increase, the value of the baby inu character increases, which 

can then be sold profitably. Exactly how much is mined by a particular character is 

indicated on him, namely, on his image. If the baby inu token did not participate in 

mining, the corresponding mark will be affixed to it. 

The cost of USDF tokens in the mining process may also change. Its growth is 

associated with the development of the game, the addition of new participants and 

the replenishment of the collection of characters involved. 

Each baby inu game character represents a unique part of the economic game. 

After activating and launching mining, he acts independently and daily extracts 

additional USDF tokens for his holder. Each baby inu character has its own 

features, so the characters cannot mine with the same result. There are baby inu 

that will bring their owner several tens or hundreds of tokens a day, the more 

expensive ones will get a thousand, the most expensive ones will get two thousand 

or even more tokens. The variety of characters is guaranteed to add opportunities 



for the participant to increase the volume of tokens mined and get additional profit 

from each character when selling NFT. 

About us  

About us: The USDF digital project was launched with the aim of developing the 

industry of economic games, namely, the creation and distribution of new digital 

accounting units ready to become well-known and highly profitable 

cryptocurrencies in the future. 

The development of the game in the format of mining tokens attracts more and 

more followers around the world. Therefore, the goal of our project team is to 

make the format of participation in the game as open, accessible and safe as 

possible. 

As the number of participants increases, the value of game tokens will increase, 

which will eventually allow them to be declared as a potential cryptocurrency, 

stable and ready for recognition in the digital world. The economic content of the 

cryptocurrency is provided by its liquidity, and in the future by its solvency. 

Participants of the economic game, they are also holders of tokens, or 

cryptocurrencies, will become owners of a profitable asset, with their quotes on 

official cryptocurrency and currency and stock exchanges, namely on the 

Pancakeswap cryptocurrency exchange. The price and the exchange rate will be 

determined by the supply and demand emerging on the world market in a generally 

recognized traditional format. 

Our goal is to launch and ensure the development of tokens for further economic 

growth in the digital, gaming and cryptocurrency industries. By becoming a holder 

of profitable tokens in USDF digital today, you acquire future promising digital 

assets. 

USDF digital is a cryptocurrency project aimed at bringing its gaming tokens into 

the top 10. 

Support 

FAQ 

What is the main point of the NFT game? 

The meaning of playing with tokens is to acquire conditional cryptocurrency units, 

which during the game have the form of images, depending on the character. Each 

game hero, they all have one common name - baby inu, is designed to participate 

in mining, and you can also use them to play and earn more tokens. Baby inu 

characters have different characteristics, which means different abilities for mining 

USDF tokens. By collecting their collection of NFTs and using them on the site in 

various game projects, the participant gets the opportunity to increase their 

investments. 



Why do I need to play NFT? 

Economic games are a popular trend in the formation of decentralized finance. The 

popularity of various types of tokens (and their number is replenished every year) 

shows an increase of thousands of percent. The cost of some tokens for the year 

reaches almost 300,000%. More and more famous business sharks from various 

fields are joining the release and sweepstakes of NFT – social networks from the 

most common, fast food restaurants, even a world-famous cultural center. The high 

growth potential of the value of NFT tokens is confirmed by the constant growth of 

trading volume. And the so-called meme tokens with "dog" names show a sudden 

growth of more than 300% in a week.  

How to start playing? 

To start the game, you need to register on the website and get access to your 

personal account. It contains all the information about the player's status, balance, 

the status of his projects, the number and characteristics of tokens. 

How can I activate my character? 

To activate, go to your personal account, enter the code received on OpenSea in a 

special window, and then click Activate. 

Who are the "baby inu"? 

Baby Inu is the name of a popular token, refers to non-interchangeable. The token 

has the form of an image in the form of a dog from breeds belonging to the 

Japanese Inu. The "related" token for baby Inu is an analog - Shiba Inu. In honor of 

this popular dog breed, the corresponding cryptocurrency is named – the Shiba 

Coin. Baby inu are used on USDF digital after activation. The activation code is 

assigned after the purchase of the token on OpenSea. NFT baby inu are used for 

mining USDF tokens and for games. 

What is NFT? 

Non Fungible Token (NFT) is a technology that belongs to cryptocurrencies, but 

has some features. They are related to the properties of tokens. Initially, tokens are 

called entries in the blockchain. In an open blockchain, tokens can be 

interchangeable because they are equal to each other. Technically, it may look like 

- to exchange one bitcoin for another. At the same time, nothing will change. NFT 

tokens are non-interchangeable, that is, each of them is unique and cannot be 

replaced by any other. It is this uniqueness that attracts the attention of players in 

the cryptocurrency markets. The uniqueness of each token allows you to determine 

and secure the rights to it. The subject of NFT can be absolutely any object, 

starting with a work of art or part of a computer game. In any case, it will be an 

item in a single copy, because no two NFTs are the same. Pokemon cards, rare 

coins issued in limited edition: NFT create a shortage among infinitely available 

assets. They even have a valid certificate of authenticity. NFTs are commonly used 

to buy and sell digital works of art and can take the form of GIFs, tweets, virtual 

trading cards, images of physical objects, video game skins, virtual real estate, and 

more. 



How long ago did NFT tokens appear? 

Technologies for creating NFT tokens have been around for several years. It 

appeared in 2017, after which more than 5 million tokens were sold.  

What is the peculiarity of NFT? 

NFTs are unique cryptographic assets that exist on the basis of blockchain 

technology. Due to their uniqueness, NFTs are non-interchangeable, which means 

that they cannot be exchanged for another asset at exactly the same value. This 

property of NFT tokens contrasts markedly with interchangeable assets, such as a 

one-dollar bill, a piece of gold or bitcoin, each of which can be replaced with 

similar items. NFTs are based on decentralized financing (DeFi), in which assets 

and market participants act exclusively individually. DeFi does not provide for the 

participation of intermediaries. Converting a real asset into a digital one makes 

processes more efficient and makes it easier to verify the authenticity or 

insufficiency of information on digital platforms. The key characteristic of NFTs is 

exclusivity; they can restrict people's rights to certain assets or vice versa - and x 

confirm. The attractiveness of NFTs lies in their digital representation of physical 

assets combined with the use of unique identification, as well as a blockchain of 

smart contracts protected from unauthorized access. Thanks to the blockchain, 

tokens cannot be copied, deleted or destroyed. Blockchain also allows you to track 

NFTs to their real owners and eliminates the need for third-party verification. 

Blockchain protects the ownership of NFT by giving the owner the exclusive 

prerogative to conduct transactions and transfer tokens. Even an NFT issuer cannot 

replicate (copy or replicate) or transmit it without the owner's permission. 

Where are NFTs applied? 

More recently, NFTs have been used in the environment of works of art and 

entertainment. Even in the music world, one of the DJs tokenized his album and 

sold it in a limited edition, earning more than $11 billion. Another well-known 

personality in the field of music, part-time mother of Elon Musk's child, singer 

Grimes sold 4 of her drawings in the form of 400 tokens. The sale itself took 20 

minutes, but brought in almost $6 million. A special direction of using NFT 

technology is the gaming industry, which is considered the most promising in this 

direction. Tokens allow you to easily confirm the ownership of assets in the virtual 

space, register domains, protect against the appropriation or unfair treatment of the 

right to real estate. 

How do I get started with NFT? 

If you have purchased tokens on OpenSea, then you have already started. There are 

other similar sites. Our USDF digital service works with NFT tokens purchased 

there. After the purchase, the owner receives a unique activation code, which must 

be entered in the USDF digital personal account. Activated tokens can be used for 

mining here or with the help of them to play. Baby inu tokens mine a different 

amount of USDF, depending on their characteristics and "abilities". Tokens that 

actively participate in games and mining projects increase their value while 

remaining unique. 



How to buy NFT? 

In fact, any digital image can be purchased as an NFT. But there are a few nuances 

that need to be taken into account when buying, especially if you are a beginner. 

You need to decide on which platform to buy, what type of e-wallet is required for 

its storage and which cryptocurrency will be needed for the sale. OpenSea is one of 

the most popular platforms, but there are others, more well-known, niche ones - 

designed for certain types of NFT.  

How to sell NFT? 

NFT objects are also actively traded on trading platforms, and the rules differ from 

resource to resource. The essence remains the same: you upload your content to the 

market, and then, following the instructions, convert it into an NFT token. Each 

platform has a description of how and in what order it can be done.  

Is it possible to create an NFT token? How to do it? 

Anyone can create a token. This will require an electronic wallet, as well as 

connection to one of the sites positioning themselves as a segment of the 

cryptocurrency market. By uploading your object as content to the site, you can 

turn it into a crypto art token – content of a certain quality, an art object or any 

other unique object. 

I can't activate the NFT token. What should I do? 

Most likely, the code was entered incorrectly. If an error was made during the 

introduction, the corresponding inscription will appear. The code should be entered 

again. 

Why is my baby inu mining not enough USDF tokens per day? 

Each character has its own characteristics and is able to bring a certain number of 

tokens to its holder. By purchasing more expensive game heroes, you can increase 

the effectiveness of mining. 

How can I withdraw funds from USDF digital? 

Withdrawal is available with a minimum of 10,000 USDF tokens. To withdraw, 

you need to submit an application to the site administrators. 

Is it possible to withdraw funds directly to a bank card or an electronic wallet? 

The withdrawal is made through the Binance cryptocurrency exchange. 

What bonuses can I get by playing tokens? 

Tokens can be used in various games, in addition to mining, which increases the 

chances of increasing investments. 

How can I use the mined tokens? 

USDF tokens can be used in games on USDF digital, so you can increase your 

capital and make even more investments. When a certain amount is reached on the 

balance sheet, the accumulated funds can be withdrawn. 



Social network 

Transitions to Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest are connected. During the transition, 

the participant's account opens if he is registered in these social networks. If not, 

the main page of the social network site opens. 

2. 

 

In projects, the status is indicated by a red "light" - NFT has not yet been released. 

When the status is changed by a tick to potentially active, that is, ready to launch, a 

question mark will appear. And also the approximate cost of the project is 

indicated. A timer will be started at the same time. When the time runs out on it, 

the timer icon will change to the more details button (which opens the page from 

NFT to Opensea), and the question mark will change to the image of the NFT 

token. The cost will remain the same. 

The less time the timer shows, the lower the probability of starting mining with 

your character. All other participants have equal access to project selection and 

launch with their tokens. 

Personal account 

Balance: information about the account status, the number of used (activated) NFT 

tokens, their characteristics, the number of USDF tokens mined 

Transaction history: list of transactions performed, dates, amounts, purchase or 

sale, withdrawal of funds 

Withdrawal: withdrawal of a certain number of tokens is made by submitting an 

application to the site administrators, who carry out the withdrawal directly. 

Technically, funds are withdrawn via the Binance cryptocurrency exchange to a 

card or an electronic wallet. 

 change nickname: stepan - a recommendation to change the nickname on the 

site, since the default nickname is involved  

 games: a list of games to participate with a description of the rules and 

procedure 



 
 a list of recent deposits on the site, as well as the amount of funds withdrawn 

by players 

  

A section that displays general information about the status of a running resource. 

Here you can see the level of development of the gaming site, the information 

changes every day, the dynamics will be available in the form of updated, up-to-

date infographics in the News section. The section contains 

 total number of participants 

 newcomers who have joined in the last day 

 number of online players 

 the total result of mining results 

 how many projects are ready to work in total 

 the number of mining projects in the status of working 

 

 

Token creators are the most active. Avatars of participants, most of all issuing 

tokens, indicating the cost and type of purchased NFT. 



 

The user's page that opens access to the main features of the resource: 

* the games button shows a page with games, mining projects; 

* the OpenSea button translates to the site by the link; 

* the Casino button opens a page with casino games (4 games in total) that can be 

played using the mined tokens; 

* FAQ button - go to the page with questions and answers. 


